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Natural environment illuminated with populations of bioluminescent bacteria, also used to generate signs
to orient peopleFlussbad
in the woods.- left side.
Panorama

The
commended
this project
to itswith
direct
and
very
strong impact
on
the quality of urban life in an area of Berlin which
The
juryjury
was impressed
by the visionary
strength of due
the concept,
various
criteria
of sustainability
applied and
combined
been previously
overlooked.
project
questions
the ownership
of the river
itself
inhas
a fascinating
manner. Various
employmentsThe
of the
technology
prove the significance
of the bioluminescent
devices
in that is currently used exclusively for shipping
andofdrainage
purposes
but consumption,
not for public
The
idea
of providing
a public
facility is convincing, feasible and easily
terms
ambitious design,
minimal energy
minimalactivities.
cost production,
simple
construction
and numerous
fields
It is complemented with an ecological concept that supplies unpolluted water and with a simple design that adapts
oftransferable.
application.
respectfully to the historic context of the adjacent buildings. It is an excellent example of what could be achieved within
challenging inner city areas that possess a rich tradition and cultural heritage where the local public has been overlooked.
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Innovation and transferability – Progress
This
project seeks description
to design and fabricate glowing
that do not consume electricity through the manipulation
Manipulating populations of bioluminescent organisms to
Innovation
The
Flussbad
project
is
located
in
the
very
center
of
Berlin.
of bioluminescent populations of micro-organisms.
generate glowing devices able to emit
light withoutand
con- transferability – Progress
The practical scope of the project is to transform
with islimTransferability
suming electricity
highly innovative.
Nowadays the mostis a central aspect of the project. This is less
To achieve this goal, two different species are tested. The
ited means an unused river arm into a natural
745m
“swimthe
of conversion (stairs, reed bed, etc.), but
relevant
revolution
that is redefiningfor
life and
the elements
way we live
first one is a kind of bacteria that naturally glows in the dark:
ming pool” and to provide water of according
by
for
approach:
the reassessment of rivers (or other reoccurs in quality
the field of biotechnology
and the
synthetic
biology.
Vibrio Fischeri. The second one, a sort of unicellular alga
treating river water in a natural reed bed filter.
sources)
fromar-a cultural, ecological and a broadened ecoThis proposal seeks to revisit the relationship
between
that also glows when it is excited by movement: Pyrocystis
nomic
perspective.
In many modern cities the idea to use
chitecture
and
ecology
going
through
this
field.
Sustainable
Interventions
restricted
to the
creation of the necessary
Fusiformis.
Dependingare
on the
results obtained,
different
(their)
asIfa resource for a richer, healthier and more
architecture
is not only
about solar panels
andriver
windmills.
provisions
to make
the to
river
accessible
and
to ensure
the
geometries
are specifically
designed
host these
populasustainable
life will be more competitive than the
we want
really draw is
an alternative
to current designurban
and
appropriate
quality
ofinthe
water.
The
firstto aspect
tions
and get the best
results both
termsriver
of design
and
status quo
deployment
of rivers as a means for transportaproductionquay
means based
of natural
redealt with by converting parts of the Lustgarten
wallon the consumption
lighting.
tion
of
goods
and
waste.
sources
and
the
production
or
waste,
we
have
to
go
deeper.
into a generous stair providing access to the swimming pool
The devices obtained can be used for public ambient lighting,
This proposal
explores the path of synthetic biology in the
and offering a place to sit, hang out and watch.
Functional
Ethical standards and social equity – People
natural park illumination, billboards and screens, highway
realm of architectural
design and takes advantage of living
locker- and changing rooms etc. are integrated
unobtruThis project is about
ownership
and
control
ofbacteria
thetoriver.
It
posts and signs, and many other uses.
Lighting
devices and billboards
powered
by bioluminescent
be used in cities.
Panorama Flussbad - right side.
forms
of
intelligence.
It
does
so
from
a very direct approach
sively into the terrain. A continuous gangplank lines the
shows the potential (and need) for an open-minded reasdoes
not require
very sophisticated knowledge, but it
entire stretch of the river section for safety.that
The
pool
will be
sessment of the river being one of Berlin’s outstanding
truly effective
and
innovative.
fed and constantly perfused by river water is
purified
in a
sucnatural resources. By converting the central part of the river
cession of reed bed filters and a sand bed Ethical
filters
located
in equity into
standards
and social
– People
a resource for recreation, for a public urban space - and
the upper section of the river arm. A barrage
at
the
lower
everyone
- it radically questions the status quo. Today
This project is not meant to improvefor
human
social scenario
end prevents the backflow of unfilteredbut
water
into
the
the
used for transportation and effluent disposal
it considers other sort of societies.
Theriver
glowingisdevices
swimming pool. The continuous underwater
stormwater
and
by law
are designed
using living entities, which
means
they any
do notalternative kind of appropriation is hindered
pipe will contain and channel off any overflow
from six
or suppressed.
hurt the environment
or other communities
like plants or
emergency outlets of the city’s sewage system.
animals.(“Planet”)
That helps to create a better overall scenario where
Environmental quality and resource efficiency – Planet
humans
are
included.
Regarding
ethical
issues,
it is perfectly
Practical effect
Two valuable resources are at the focus of this project: water
fine sincereactivates
no sentient beings are damaged and no pollution
After 120 years of “unemployment”, the project
and urban space. Water: although 6% of Berlin’s area is covered
is emitted
or waste released to the environment.
a currently under-valued urban resource.
(“Prosperity”)
by water, the city has a significantly increasing negative
Flussbad will add to the sparse provision of
sports and
recVibrio Fischeri.
lighting and billboards.Location in Berlin’s Center.
Environmental
quality
and resourcewater
efficiency
– Planet Berlin’s
balance.
city center has an outmoded Ambient
sewage
reation spaces for the central districts of Berlin caused by
that is
the sole source of pollution for the otherwise
This proposal takes advantage of system
living intelligence
and
an increase of population (up to 75%) and a parallel loss of
healthy
river
Spree. Several times a year during heavy rains
natural capital without transforming
it into an
artificial
vacant spaces since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. In adtheinto
mixed
sewage system spills over into the river and
one. It reorganizes this living intelligence
a more sophisdition, this project will both supply a vital impulse to the
most of the biological life. The new usage of the
ticated form of natural capital thatwipes
performsout
the features
historic center and will return to the contemporary populariver
for
swimming and other recreational activities will
demanded (lighting) without generating
waste
or consuming
tion ie. some “authentic life” to Berlin’s museum island. It
significantly
grow the currently lacking public awareness
other forms of energy such as electricity.
It is true though that
will diminish the mental and practical division between
this
and will help to bring about the needed infrathese micro-organisms do not glow for
as much
as issue
some artifi“everyday” Berlin and the official ie. touristic/governmental
structural
and administrative change. Urban space: Out of
cial lights, but they can be used in a wide
range of scenarios.
Berlin. (“Proficiency”)
a former biological and functional “wasteland” Flussbad
Economic performance and compatibility – Prosperity
creates with little means a generous and robust recreational
Symbolic effect
Rightisnow
the proposal
basic level valuable
of develop- public space plus a 1.8 ha reed bed natural
Beyond its practical implications, the project
highly
sym-is at a veryfacility,
ment
so
it
is
not
100%
efficient.
However
it is just a matter
reserve.
bolic. Not so much because it stands in contrast to the past
of time to–get
to know
Glowing porous conglomerate.
Green glowing hab.
Changing river use.
20 years of urban development policy in Berlin
but
as the
a best conditions for the bacteria
Economic
performance
and compatibility – Prosperity
the interpretaalgae to grow, and in which
conditions do
they
most fundamental challenge by creating aand
new
Over
centuries
the river has been a fundamental driving
glow
better,
to
really
achieve
a
very
powerful
economic
tion of the river’s potential. The conversion of the city’s most
yet variable aspect of the development of Berlin. Our section
lighting system.
However
central river section into a resource for recreation
and
for it is absolutely compatible with
of the river became altogether functionless in 1894. Here
the environment
public urban life radically questions the “ownership”
ofunless
the the ambient conditions are exthe Flussbad
will generate an economic effect by increasing
treme,
meaning
very
high
or
low
temperatures.
In that case,
river and its status quo solely as a means of transportation
the quality of life in the inner city quarters. Secondly the
the
micro-organisms
would
die.
and effluent disposal. The project signals the chances (and
bold show of mundane vitality next to the museum island
the need) for an open-minded and radical Contextual
reassessment
of impact – Proficiency
and aesthetic
will become a new icon of Berlin - important for a city that
the river being one of the important natural
resources
of
The aesthetics
really depend
on the
device or the formal
economically
is based increasingly on the exploitation of
Berlin. (“People”)
prototype designed. What I am really
is the
use
itsproposing
peculiar
character.
of these
populations
of micro-organisms to emit light withCreating the possibility to swim in the river
will
raise the
Contextual
and aesthetic impact – Proficiency
out consumingof
electricity
artificial waste.
appetite for more (“Progress”) and an awareness
the and generating
is located at the very center of historic Berlin next
system is perfect
to illuminateFlussbad
natural environments
body of water and its ecosystem. This willThis
promote
much
Pyrocystis Fusiformis.
Info-display billboard.
to the
ancient
since there is no need for a substantial
amount
of lightvillages of Berlin and Cölln and the castle in
needed change through Flussbad, Berlin, Germany.
later
times.
the past 120 years this area has lost domestic
there and these micro-organisms are
living
systemsIn
that
use
in exchange
do not hurt other species and do not
release
any sort of for public functions, many of them related
national
and high culture museums. The
pollution or generate waste. These to
organisms
do not government
proFlussbad
project
duce any visual impact besides the
fact that they
glow. through also welcoming roughly 1 million
exhausted
tourists after their tours aims to widen the usWhen it comes to cities, it would be a
significant advantage
ofelectricity
the existing urban space and generate a renaisto illuminate certain spaces withoutability
consuming
sance the
of aesthetic
the city center as a place of importance for the
because we would save energy. Regarding
“real”
domestic
impact I think it could even be a positive one since these Berlin. The mundane recreational place,
providing
a badly-needed
recreational facility in this part
micro-organisms can live in symbiosis
with natural
eleof the city, will mix in a relaxed way the domestic, the tourments like plants.
istic and the iconic Berlin.
Glowing barfield.

Glowing barfield.

Details water treatment and pool.

